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THE BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES
FACING THE MARITIME INDUSTRY

The global transition to
remote and autonomous
operations

Over the next five years, we
will witness a significant
reduction in the maritime
industry’s reliance on larger
vessels, as the focus on
compact and agile uncrewed
surface vessels (USVs)
increases and a wider
transition towards remote
marine operations continues
to gather momentum. The
benefits as well as the legal
framework challenges of
remote and autonomous
operations will have a
profound impact on the
energy and maritime
industries.

The ability to plan, manage
and monitor offshore
projects, and to maintain
assets and infrastructure,

through remote operations and autonomous capabilities is increasingly critical
within the energy and maritime industries. Through their flexible deployment
and good connectivity with onshore remote operations centres (ROCs), USVs
can acquire data to support these objectives faster than ever before.

Safety and sustainability
USVs also provide significant benefits when it comes to safety: used as force
multipliers alongside crewed parent vessels, they allow crewed vessels to
remain at a safe distance from assets such as wind turbines and avoid
unnecessary risk for those onboard. This has the potential to translate into a

100% reduction in human exposure to hazardous offshore environments where, rather than transmitting their situational
awareness and vessel status data to personnel onboard parent vessels, USVs will ultimately be solely controlled from the safety
of an onshore location, such as one of Fugro’s ROCs.

Additionally, clients are increasingly looking to reduce the environmental impact of their operations in line with the zero emission
targets presented in the UK government’s Maritime 2050 route map. The global transition towards remote and autonomous
working will help to reduce the greenhouse gases emitted by the maritime industry, as hybrid USVs consume up to 95% less fuel
than conventional vessels.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/maritime-2050-navigating-the-future#:~:text=Delivery%20of%20the%20vision%20and,our%20strategy%20in%20greater%20detail.&text=This%20strategy%20was%20launched%20on%2024%20January%202019.


However, despite these obvious advantages, as innovation outpaces regulation, the legal framework in which USVs operate
remains a challenge.

Fugroâ€™s Blue Shadow next-generation uncrewed surface vehicle.

Maritime legislation for uncrewed vessels
The safety of life at sea is a core value of all maritime authorities around the globe. The current maritime legislation has been
carefully crafted over many decades with the safety of the mariner at its core; however, we are now transitioning to a future where
vessels no longer have a mariner onboard, which creates a gap in the current legislation. This poses an interesting problem of
how to legislate for both crewed and uncrewed vessels operating side by side.

Safety standards
As is the case with the rapid development of any new technology, it is challenging to create fixed ruling that leaves room for
constant innovation and the continued progression of new methods of working.

One of the first attempts at this will be the revised workboat code being developed by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency
(MCA), expected by the start of 2022. The workboat code document will apply to commercial vessels up to 24m long and include
new regulations covering MASS. This reflects the fact that many USVs in development or already operating are smaller than
their conventional crewed vessel counterparts.

The focus of this forthcoming legislation is expected to shift from the safety of crew onboard to the safety of other seagoing
vessels and the wider environment. This is particularly the case with the adoption and creation of rules to ensure that vessels can
maintain an awareness of their surroundings and take appropriate action to prevent incidents. At present, vessels have two clear
ways to achieve this: through remote monitoring and control by a human operator and/or using onboard situational awareness
and collision avoidance software.

Fugroâ€™s Blue Shadow hydrographic survey operations displayed onscreen in a Fugro remote operations centre.

Trusting uncrewed and remote technology
Much like self-driving cars, societal acceptance is crucial to the adoption of these new technologies, where they are expected to
work correctly 100% of the time with no margin for error. While collision avoidance systems are being developed to improve
USVs’ navigation safety, the question of public trust remains: can we trust a USV to be left alone at sea and respond as a
conventional crewed vessel would? If not, how do we ensure that the people who are remotely monitoring and controlling them
have the same situational awareness as they would onboard? The regulations which eventually come into force will need to
balance the developmental freedom to truly revolutionize the way in which the maritime industry operates with the ongoing
protection of those human lives still at sea, while also improving safety standards and protecting the environment. 

Trialled and tested USV operations
Fugro’s Blue Shadow is a globally deployed, next-generation 9m autonomous and uncrewed hydrographic survey platform
delivering nearshore seabed insights faster. Part of Fugro’s overall hydrographic solution, Blue Shadow is one of many from its
fleet of USVs ranging from 9m to 24m, within the suite of remote and autonomous capabilities that are more sustainable when
compared to conventional vessels. Sustainability of USVs is an advantage built into their design concept from the beginning:
vessels whose function is purely to survey and acquire data can of course be much smaller than traditional vessels, which are
designed to transport people and cargo.

Fugro recently completed its first remotely operated hydrographic survey using Blue Shadow to capture hydrographic and
bathymetric data to support safe navigation, nautical charting, marine site characterization and resource management activities.

Fugroâ€™s Blue Shadow performing its autonomous survey trials off the coast of Portchester, UK.

Executed during challenging environmental conditions, including waves of up to 2m, the compact, wave-piercing design of the
USV allowed it to acquire high-quality data in conditions that would have been unworkable for conventional vessels. This
lengthening of the potential work window increases surety of project delivery, providing more opportunities throughout the year to
acquire much-needed data for clients.

The survey operations also achieved, depending on the sea conditions, a 61% to 96% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
through significantly reduced fuel consumption. Moreover, the innovative collision avoidance and advanced spatial awareness
technology built into the Blue Shadow ensured its autonomous operations met the highest safety standards.

What’s next?
While the development and deployment of new remote and autonomous solutions progress, the legal framework will continue to
play an essential role in influencing the design and engineering parameters for next-generation USVs and other MASS. We are
currently in a critical phase of the global transition to remote and autonomous maritime operations and it is essential that the
legal framework is swiftly put in place to allow these technologies to flourish.  



Fugroâ€™s Blue Essence USV, part of Fugroâ€™s remote and autonomous operations solution, carrying out
inspection operations.

 

https://www.hydro-international.com/content/article/the-global-transition-to-remote-and-autonomous-operations
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